CIM OUTPUT SHAFT

1/2" HEX OUTPUT SHAFT

DUAL MOTOR INPUT V2 (OPEN PLATE)

Description: DUAL MOTOR INPUT V2 (OPEN PLATE)

Dwg No: 217-6417-000

Project: VEXpro

Release: 8/17/2018

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [MM].

WWW.VEXPRO.COM
3/8" HEX OUTPUT SHAFT

1/4" SQUARE UNIVERSAL FEMALE OUTPUT

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [MM].
3/8" HEX UNIVERSAL FEMALE OUTPUT

1/2" HEX UNIVERSAL FEMALE OUTPUT

DUAL MOTOR INPUT V2 (OPEN PLATE)

Description

Dwg No 217-6417-000
Project VEXpro
Release 8/17/2018

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES (MM).

WWW.VEXPRO.COM
VERSAPLANETARY OUTPUT BLOCK WITH CIM SHAFT

VERSAPLANETARY OUTPUT BLOCK WITH 3/8" HEX SHAFT
VERSAPLANETARY OUTPUT BLOCK WITH 1/2" HEX SHAFT

VERSAPLANETARY OUTPUT BLOCK WITH 1/2" ROUND SHAFT

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES (MM).

DUAL MOTOR INPUT V2 (OPEN PLATE)
DUAL MOTOR INPUT V2 (OPEN PLATE)

Description

Dwg No 217-6417-000

Project VEXpro

Release 8/17/2018

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES (MM).

WWW.VEXPRO.COM